Mission - Build the network, provide the venues, and develop the tools and processes to enable agile SOF acquisition

• Established in 2016 as the primary SOF AT&L authority to the Partnership Intermediary Agreement (PIA) with Doolittle Institute.
• Supports SOF AT&L, HQ SOCOM, Components and TSOCs to connect to inventors, engineers and entrepreneurs to identify and transition emerging technologies and ideas to SOF more rapidly
Build the Networks

Connecting and collaborating across DoD, commercial markets, industry and academia: “X”-Men, Industry Fellowships, Doolittle Institute, SOFWERX Ecosystem, DARPA, Fab Foundation, America Makes, Universities
Provide the Venues

Creating the space to provide access to our acquisition workforce and SOF Warfighters to work on hard problems for SOF: SOFWERX and DirtyWERX are UNCLASS facilities located off-base in Ybor City, FL.
Develop the Tools

Seeking to create and identify the tools for our acquisition workforce to accelerate the acquisition cycle and bring solutions to hard problem sets for SOF

- Non-FAR Contracts
- Industry Fellowships
- Hackathons
- EXPERIMENTATION
- Exercises
- CRADAS
- Collaboration Events
- Prototyping
- Advanced Manufacturing
- OPENWERX Prize Challenges
- Interns
- DirtyWERX
- PEO Industry Days
- Partnerships
Thank You!

Join our ecosystem: www.sofwerx.org
Industry Fellows: www.sofwerx.org/outreach